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UAH's own elected to state office
By Carter G. Johnson
News Writer

Chargers' hockey opener
boosts student tum-out
SGA page 3

UAH's satellite legacy
continues with CUBESAT
CUBESAT page 3

Sports

UAH's Boys In Blue "Kick
Ice" against Air Force
HOCKEYpage4

CREW team finishes with
a strong season for UAH
CREWpageS

Ray Gamer, Director of
News Services for UAH. was
elected to the Alabama State
Congress for District 25 on
November 4.
As a representative in the
House of Representatives,
Congressman-elect Gamer
will represent District 25, a
newly created seat representing 43,000 constituents in the
East Limestone County area,
the city of Madison and
Monrovia.
Gamer has been the Director of News Services at UAH
since 1996. He serves as the
University spokesman and
markets UAH to the local, regional and national media.
"Basically, my job is in public relations, I find interesting
stories and promote the University through the media,"

By Juli Kitchens
News Writer
k_juliet@bellsouth.n,t
A call for submissions has
been issued for Arete, UAH's
literary publication, which will
be published in the spring of
The staff of Arete are
looking for a few good writers. The publication, which is
in its third year, offers UAH
students a place to expre. s
their creative . ide and explore
the arts.
The publication began in
an effort to provide a literary
and creative outlet for all
UAH Mudents. "'The best as-

Review: Harry Potter and
the Chamber ofSecrets
MOV1Epage6

Symphony romances with
Shakespeare in Love
LOVE page 6
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Ray Garner, UAH's Director of News Services, was elect ed to t he
Alabama State Congress to hold the newly created seat for East
Limestone County on November 4.

nor-elect Bob Riley's vision
for Alabama in terms of how
higher education fits in with
the state's job market and
economic development Dur-

ing his term in the Alabama
Congress, Garner hopes to
impact education and jobs,
which according to him
GARNER page 11

Arite looks to spring publication

2003.

Entertainment

stated Gamer.
The reason Gamer went
into politic was to help
people and hi community.
He has been a volunteer in
his community in many capacities for the past 15 years,
but has not run for office until this year.
" I thought the best way I
could use my experience and
energy to help the community was to seek public office.
I thought about running four
years ago, but decided to wait
until my children were older.
When the House district
lines were redrawn as a result
of reapportionment from the
2000 Census, l felt the time
was right. Somehow, I wanted
to be able to serve the community, but a lot of things had
to fall into place before I actually decided to make a run
at public office," stated Garner.
Garner supports Gover-

pect of Arete is that it gives
students from across the curriculum the opportunity to
express themselves in a variety of ways," said Emily
Hawkins, Submissions Editor.
Jeff Cotten, the main editor for Arete, believes that
the publication serves an important purpose on campus.
" It's important that universities uc h as UAH have and
excel in publications like
(Arete). It shows (students
and other univer~ities) that
we ha,e an artistic side. UAH
is primarily known as an engineering school, but that
does not mean we do not
have the ability to excel in the

arts."
"Arete is a place for students to express their creative abilities and get them
published and recognized,"
said Cotten. The staff of
Arete is e"cited to announce
that thi s year the publication
is incorporating s tudent
translations of ancient languages along with poems,
prose, and original artwork.
Last year, the publication incorporated a wide variety of
work from students throughout the UAH campus.
"(We) look at a variety of
criteria in submi. sions, including creativity. content,
and originality," explained

Hawkins. While submissions
are open to all UAH students, there are a few requirements. Cotten said that "poems should be under 35 lines
and prose shou Id be less
than 2500 words." The staff
also asks that submissions
be limited to no more that
three per student and two
hard copies and a diskette be
given for each piece.
For more information regarding the publication or
submissions. plea e contact
Jeff
Cotton
at
omegix@yahoo.com.

Blood drive gives the gift of life
By Joel Boyce
News Writer
Boyceman@/,otmail.com
Stirred by an in tinctive
and heartfelt desire to help
save lives and to ea e suffering, participants in the American Red Cross blood drive on
ovembcr I I provided a necessary supply of blood for a
-.ariety of important sef\, ices
vital in time\ of need.
The\e donors selfless
gifts of blood to a<.,sist other::, represent actions considered by many 10 be among
the more noble aspects of
human character.
The American Red Cross
blood drive was held in the

UC Exhibit Hall from IO a.m.
until 4 p.m. This event was
sponsored by the Accounting Club, Beta Alpha Psi,
with the as istance of the
Busine. Student Council.
The student involvement
<,urpassed the expectations
of Beta Alpha Psi member\.
O,er 60 studenh flocked to
the UC Exhibit Hall J...eeping
the American Red Cro-,-, employee-, bm,y. The American
Red Cros, employee-,
worJ...ed throughout the day
to assi,t the numbers of UAH
\tudeni-- who were desirous
of participating in the e\ent.
American Red Cros-, employee'> also bobtered student
involvement by offering piu.a

coupons.
The organiLers of the
blood drive were also very
pleased with the suppon that
they received from faculty
members in their effon to
publici?e the event. Teachers
in many Liberal .Ans classel.
actually allowed some of the
organizers to publiciLc the
blood dri, e in their clas'>cs.
''A lot of the faculty arc
encouraging students to participate by making announcement\ in their classes and by
offering bonus point.., to students who donate blood,"
,aid Cheryl Pla,a, the Pre,ident of the Business Student
Council. "We are very, very
pleased with the faculty."

One of the goals of the
blood dri-.e organizers was to
emphasize the overall importance of donating blood.
"We're trying to encourage people to give blood and
to realize that it is a good
thing," said Marlene Clark, a
member of Beta Alpha Psi
and an organizer of the
event. "I would love to encourage the young people to
gi,e blood. I don't think they
realiLe what gi,ing blood is
all about.'"
According to the American Red Cros-,, nationwide
blood supplies arc critically
low. Their statistics show
that there is less than a oncCROSSpage9
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UAH connects with foreign students

Greekk

S pea

By Carter G. Johnson
News Writer
cartergjolmson@yahoo.com
CO TACT. a new club
designed to help foreign students adapt to American culture, held their first meeting
last week.
The goal ofCONTACT is
to help incoming international students adjust to life
in America. "We recruit currently attending UAH students into our organization,

By Patrick
Bobo
Greek Columnist
snakembl 34@
hotmail.com

Delta2.eta's IG!amey Rose Formal was this past weekend on November 15 at the Heritage Club. During last
week's opening hockey game, the Delta 2.etas participated in a "Hockey Takeover," in which they made signs
and bags of candy for the UAH hockey players.
The Delta Zeta Marketplace, the alumni 's annual event,
will be November 21-24 at the Von Braun Civic Center.
Admission is free. The Delta 2.eta~ donate the money
raised to Huntsville Hospital. Leah Parker, Delta Zeta
President was quoted ru, saying, "Over the past few years
Delta Zeta has contributed over half a million dollars to
the Pediatric Unit at Huntsville Hospital. This marketplace will consist of over I00 vendors from all over the
southea,;t. Come by and do some Christmas shopping!"
For all those people that need to renew or subscribe to
a magazine, they can see a Kappa Delta. They will be
selling the magazines until November 21. Kappa Delta's
Kate Spade Purse Party fundraiser was a succe . Meredith
Hall said, "Thanks to everyone that came out to support
us!''
Delta Chi recently received a visit from their Leadership Consultant from the national headquarters. They are
working with the marines for Toys for Tots. They also
just completed a project, which involved clearing hiking
trails with the Huntsville Land Trust.
Pi Kappa Alpha had their annual Miss Greek contest
on November 13 in the Chan Auditorium. The winners
were:
2002 Miss Greek - Gena Gibbs (Kappa Delta)
I ' Runner Up - Amy Sloan (Delta Zeta)
2 1 Runner Up - Callie icholson (Delta Zeta)
3,d Runner Up Katie Finch (Delta 7..eta)
Pike also ha~ a pledge retreat planned for O\'ember

and train them in how to set
up bank accounts, how to set
up a lease for an apartment,
how to get a drivers licen e
and such, so when the foreign students come into
town, the UAH American
students can s how them
around the university, help
them get involved in clubs,
and help foreign students
ease into American culture,"
said Arthur Harrison, presidentofCONTACT.
CONTACT wants to help

The Exponent is looking for photographer email
Ronak Patel at ro_93@hobnail.com
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AcrOSSthe

Campus

Why do you think the elections between
Republicans and Democrats
were ~ close this year?

Chris Brown

Chris Gould

MAE/Physics
Senior

MAE
Senior

"Neither of the parties have anything significant to offer. They've
grown so dose to each other that
they're indistinguishable."

"Because the American political
system no longer offers choices.
We aren't a democracy anymore,
we're a capitalist nation."

Do YOU HAVE AN OPINION
ABOUT THIS WEEK'S

Vote online at- ~
www.uahexponent.com.
,
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HEALTH

FAIR
Health Fair offers
screenings and flu
Ishots The College of
Nursing and the UAH
Wellne s Center will
ho t the second annual Health Fair, Friday. Nov. 22 from IO
a.m. until 2 p.m. in
the Nursing Building.
Flu shots will be
available for faculty.
staff, alumni and family of UAH employees for a charge of
1
$ 12. The shots are
free to U AH students. (Please show
1
your UAH Charger
Card or alumni card.)
Information materials will be given out
1and various screening
conducted.
Screenings will include: vision. blood
pressure, diabetes.
bone mass density
and cholesterol.
t
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Last weekend. the Sigma us traveled to the Embassy
Suites Hotel in Nash\ille for their annual White Rose
Formal. Several brothers won awards. Pledge of the Year
went to Randy Knight. Alumni of the Year went to former
commander, Israel Marshall. Officer of the Year went to
Brandon Price for doing such a great job during rush.
Brother of the Year went to Patrick Bobo. Corgratulations to all that received awards.
On November 24, brothers, pledges, and alumni will
gather at the house for the annual Thanksgiving Dinner
to enjoy a time of food and fellowship. The Sigma Nus
will be working the annual Margarita Ball again this year.
The Margarita Ball will be held on November 30, and it
benefits Toys for Tots. They also have a brotherhood
retreat planned for December 13 in Lynchburg, Tenne see.
The inductions for Order of Omega, the Greek Honor
Society, were held on November 19. Congratulations to
the inductee ..

, oh cd as possible. "The
more American student\ \l.e
haYe participating, the more
foreign students we can
help" said Harrison.
The club plans to rr:eet
about every two to three
weeks. "Everybody is invited
and encouraged to attend,,.
said Harrison.
If you want to find 001
more about CONTACT, you
can reach Arthur Harrison at
calmmisfit@ix.netcom.com.
Or. Richard Gerberding. ~
fessor
of
History,
gerberdingr@email.uah.edu,
is the faculty advisor.

1 Getting beautiful nails is affordableJ
I
We make it even faster for you. I
I
Here's how:
I
I I $3 OFF or Free Gift Worth $5 on Full Set or Pedicure I
I I S5 OFF o r Gift ($5) on Pedicure/Manicure Combined!

i WildFlo~ti
I
I
I

international students expcriencc American culture and
promote international awareness. "The amount of foreign
students arriving at UAH is
astounding, but many of
these students are immediately absorbed into their own
s ub- cultures
here
in
America," added Harrison.
"If this organization can promote unity and friendship
between cultures, then perhaps we have helped a little."
At its inception, CONTACT had ten founding
members and hopes to get as
many UAH students in-

Janet Wilks

Dave Hewitt

Nursing
Senior

MAE
Senior

"Because people are dumb."
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"No one really saw any difference
between the candidates.,.
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The UAH satellite legacy continues with CubeSat
By Chris Brown
.Yews l't'riter
brow11cl@email.ual1.edu
l' \J f ..,tudents once again
ha,e the opponunity 10 "-Ork
on ,1 ,atellitc project "'ith
CubcSat. \\.hich i" being
hosted by the Electrical and
Computer Engineering Department at UAH and sponsored by the Alabama Space
Grdllt Consonium.
According to Dr. Charles
Corsetti of the UAII ECEdepartment. '1"he CubeSat idea
was developed by Professor
Bob Twigg~ at Stanford Univer..ity and ha, been adopted
for use by the ational Space
Grant Alliance."
CubeSats fall under the
nano-satellite classification.
They are cube!> that measure
IO cm. on a side and weigh I
kilogram (2.2 pound ).
Stanford also developed a
simple launch system to accompany the CubeSat design
that many schools are already
hoping to utilize.
The ational Space Grant
Alliance, a combination of
the Space Grant Con ortia of
each state and the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico,
has begun a program they
call the National Student Satellite Initiative ( SSI).
The NSSI program involves each member consortium building a CubeSatbased satellite. All 52 of

the,e ,atellitcs "ill then be
launched to ~ar.... ASA",
JPL Center has pnn 1dcd
mo-.i of the support for
CubeSat and ha, pledged to
continue that suppon until
the goal i, reached.
According to Cor-.etti.
"They ha"e planned a joint
U.S.-French operation to
launch all 52 satellites on an
Arianne 5 ,pace launch ve
hicle in 2009."
The science performed
aboard each satellite il> left up
to each university involved.
UAH is still working toward
a specific science or engineering goal to accomplish
with the atellite.
UAH students have already started work toward
the final goal of launching a
CubeSat. The program has
coined a strategy called
'Crawl-Walk-Run-Fly' in
which the schools involved
begin with basic instruction
and projects and work their
way up to the fi nal goal.
"Students in the senior
de ign class in the ECE department have been working
on balloon-based experiments" as pan of the proce ,
said Corsetti. These balloon
flights reach an a ltit ude
around I 00,000 feet and thus
are at the edge of space.
"We are fortunate to have
the experience and help from
the new National Space Sciences and Technology Cen-

The CubeSat concept developed by Dr Bob Twiggs at Stanford University Is the model for the National Student Satellite Initiative.

ter," said Corsetti, "they have
a lot of experience in balloon
launches and have aided us
in this program."
The senior students are
also designing kits for freshmen EE IOO students to build
and send payloads up on
these balloons according to
Corsetti.
"We hope to eventually
involve other departments
like MAE and ISE, as well as
people from other colleges to

do th ings like management
and marketing,·• said Corsetti.
Students can al o panicipate in the proj ects without
being in the senior design
class. "We have considered
working with student groups
like rEEE," said Corsetti.
The primary source of
funding for the project right
now is the Alabama Space
Grant Consortium, which is
based at UA H. Corporate
sponsors are definitely being

sought for the future of the
project according to Corsetti.
Students interested in being involved wit h t he
C ubeSat program at UAH

may contact Dr. Charles
Corsetti
at
corsetti@ece.uah.edu or in
his EB265 office.

M QVI

Kick Ice opener meets with success
By Mike Anderson
SGA Correspondent
a11dersms@e111ail.ual,.edu
The Student Government
Association\ Home Hockey
Opener e"ent was a huge
succe.,., last Friday night
Over 250 \ludents purchased tickets to the event,
which included a dinner at
Papa Lovetti's restaurant and
at ,hirt giveaway along with
admission to the UAH
hockey game against Air
Force at the Von Braun Center.
"It was good quality entertainment for a buck," aid
Matt Cornwell of the night's
festivities.
"It was fantastic!" stated
As istant Athletic Director
Michael Altman. "Anything
we can do to help get that
turnout every night, we'll do
it. The atmo phere Friday
was as good as I've een in
several year ."
Total attendance for the
Friday night game was 3,074,
with 467 UAH students pas ing the turnstiles to ee the
Chargers win 4-2. However
the excitement did not bleed
over to the Saturday night
contest, as 1,898 witne sed
the completion of the series
weep. Only 191 students re-

turned Saturday night.
"I was depre. sed that a
lot of people didn 't come
(back) Saturday," stated
Cornwell. "SGA did all they
could, it has to be students
wanting to come back and get
excited about UAH and about
hockey."
"It was a step in the right
direction," ,aid Alunan. "We
need to build on this, to make
games like Friday the norm
instead of the exception."
The word of the day for
the Student Government Association during Monday
night's assembly meeting
was "philanthropy."
In a bill authored by SGA
Executive Vice President Anthony Holden, the SGA will
e tablish a Philanthropy
Committee in the As embly
as well as in each house of
the legislature to provide a
mechanism for the SGA to
give to the community.
The initial meaning of the
bill was to set aside $1,000 of
the SGA budget to give to
charitie , and to charge the
legi lature with performing
fundraising activities to replace the money after it was
donated. The money wa to
be used to faci litate philanthrop) during the holida}'
seai.on.

UAH student Matt Cornwell shows his Charger Spirit at Friday night's
hockey game. Cornwell was one of over 250 UAH students bussed
to the game by the SGA and Housing In their highly successful
celebration of Opening Hockey Night.

It i illegal for the University to use tate fund , including tuition or student activities fees, to donate directly
to any charity.
"There' no reason for us
to ru. h. We can have Christmas in March if we want,"
stated Sen. Kimberly Battle
(Jr.). "Let's just make ,;ure
we're doing everything le-

gaily."
In the end, the bill passed
with several amendments, including the reduction of the
money lated to only $75,
and changing the use of the
money to create an operating
budget for the Philanthropy
Committee.
"Thii. i~ the amount that
SGApage9
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A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETIC

Chargers led to victory over Air Force

Volleyball
November 15 Henderson St L 3-0

swered imply, "l was j ust trying to put the puck where the
goalie wasn' t. My teammates
made some nice passes and
timely shots that allowed me
to have the opportunities to
score. I was able to tum those
opportunities into goals. It
was a great night.·•
Air Force was able to
score another goal late in the
third period to make the final
score 4-2. Senior Charger
goalie
Mar k
Byrne

By Ian Fletcher
Sports Writer

Hockey
November 15 Air Force W 4-2
November 16 Air Force W 5-2
Upcoming games:
November 22 Wayne St (Detroit, MI) 6:05 p.m.
November 23 Wayne St (Detroit, MI) 6:05 p.m.
November 30 Niagara (Home) 1:35 p.m.
December 1 Niagara (Home) 1:05 p.m.

T he C h a rger me n's
hockey team ope ned their
conference schedule this past
weekend facing off against
Air Force Academy with their
first ho me appearance this
season. The Chargers were
welcomed home after one
month on the road by 3,000
plus screaming fans, which
were entertained with a pyrotechnics show. the customary catfish toss, and less we
forg et, g ood ol ' Charger
hockey!

Women's Basketball
Upcoming games:
November 22 Kentucky St. (Home) 7:30 p.m.
November 23 Martin Methodist (Home) 7:30 p.m.
November 26 Carson Newman (Jefferson City, TN) 6
p.m.
November 29 Ouachita Baptist (Searcy, AR) 6 p.m.
November 30 Harding (Searcy, AR) 6 p.m.

UAH 4, Air Force 2 F
(November 15)

Men's Basketball
Upcoming games:
November 22 Lane College (Montevallo, AL) 2:30 p.m.
November 23 Harding University (Montevallo, AL) 2:30
p.m.
November 29 Miles College (Florence, AL) 6 p.m.
November 30 Lemoyne -Owen (Florence, AL) 6 p.m.
If you have any comments on the articles or
the Sports section in general, please contact
Ronak Patel, Sports Editor at
ro 93@hotmail.com

IDo you need money for school? Who doesn't. l
L

Find scholarships at www.uahexponentcom

I

This past Friday night
started off slow for the Chargers a<; Air Force took the initially lead. The Chargers
evened the score as sophomore winger Keith Rowe netted his first of the season to
even the score. From there on
in it was the Joel Bresciani
show, as the hulking senior
winger scored a natural hattrick by scoring the next three
goals o f the game (scoring
one goal in the second period and two in the third).
Whe n as ked abo ut his
goal-scoring prowess on Frid ay n ig ht , Bresciani a n -

Above: UAH senior Joel Brescllll
(20) celebrates one of his tlt111
goals Friday night In UAH's 4 -2
win over Air Force. Bresc:1111
added another goal on s.tlnllJ
night and earned CHA
Player of the Week honors fir
his effort.Side: Senior rlfll
defenseman
Tyler
Blllllr
attempts a shot here 11 IN
!l home opener for the UAII
~ Charger
hockey team. De
Chargers dominated Air Ftlll
~ with a sweep of the two , . _
over t he weekend.

Otte..,.

i

ibackstopped the Chargers
first win of the season making 34 saves.

UAH 5, Air Force 2 F
(November 16)
On Saturday ni ght, the
Chargers opened the scoring

f
with goals fro m s peed y
winger Steve Charlebois, who
potted the puck in the Air
Force goal on a powe r play.
Sophomore Keith Rowe
sco red his second of the
weekend late in the fi rst pe-

riod togive theChargersa2-

Olead heading to the first intennission.
Ai r Force was able 10
close the gap by one befOII
so phomo re defenseman
HOCKEYp111.S1

Basketball prepares for the season

Santa's
Special

By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
Whenever you come off
a l7-win season in College
Basketball, you expect the
progra m to be extre mely

pleased with the perfo rmance and geared up to repea t tha t t ype of pe r fo rmance.
Not so here at the University of Alabama-Huntsville,
not since head coach Lennie

HeLP Me!

$JI Deposit
$31 Application Fee
$31 lst Month Rent
Spacious 1, 2, & 3 BR Floorplans
Shelia Stacy
Sitt Ma11a,{!fr

mmer ree

Apartrntnts

Albert Butler
Auista11t i\10110,f!fr

(256) 830-0130

Winter Special

837-6764

Receive $f00 off
...·.•

-~~c.~~~~ -~~P.qJit

... . ...

1503 Sparkman Dr., N.W.
Huntsvmc:1, '1:\harna .lW 6

Ac uff took over the program
"If you're going to have a
fi ve years ago and has trans- great year, you have to wiD
formed this team into a pe- the majority of your h~
rennial Gulf South Confer- games," said Acuff. ·11talll
ence Power.
something we didn't do 1111
Last season was the fi rst year and all o f our six IOSSCI
time in three sea~ons that at home last season were
UAH failed to qualify for the games we could have woo.~
GSC tournament.
Fred McGinnis, the~
"Our level of expectations second leading scorer. and
has c hanged sig nificantly Andre Lang, second 00 die
since I took over," said head team in rebounds. were twO
coach Lennie Acuff. " We've important contributors IOSI
talked about learning from from last year's team. lbeY
last season and becoming will be toug h to replace
brought
more foc used for thi~ sea- M cG innis
son."
athleticbm on the wing and
One of the reasons of why Lang did the dirty work f«
they didn ' t ad vance to Tu- the squad last scaso~pelo, Mississippi last season
" Fred (McGinnis) aod
was their inability to win at Andre (Lang) were '.m~
ho me. During th e three- playeri. tor us,.. said A_ssed
straight confe rence tourney 'They wi ll be sorely m•
runs from 1999 to 200 I UA II for t hei r a pproach 10 :
had been on, they won an game, the way they le~..
average of IO to 12 games at for their hustle on the cwbidl
home every year.
Th is year's team,
But last eason, all good looks relatively young,.:.
things came to an end for the three seniors on the sq
Chargers at Spragins Hall. They
are
,
They fini shed their ho me Sigurmundsson, 6 1 ~--'
record at 6-6 last season and Adam Harms, a nd forw....
included in tho e lo se we re Jamaal Rice.
is
several nail-biters that UAH
The
headliner

Sae::

· ·~ve

~.ow.• ••

MIN

tI
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Crew team finishes strong season
By Ronak Patel
Sports Ed itor
ro _93@hotmail.com
On an overcast and chilly
Saturday morning in 'ovember at Ditto Landing in South
Huntsville, the UAH rowing
team completed a successful
season in a competition that
included Alabama Uni\ersity, Uni\ersity of Tenne sec-Chattanooga.
and
Scwannec Uni\er,ity.
The race, which co,·cred
3,000 meters. roughly three
miles, pined the men and
women squads from the respective uni\eri,itics.
"We had a really good
race this weekend and had a
great turn-out of family and
friends," said Emily Sherrill,
a member of the women's

team.

>el BIIICIIII
of 1111 . _
UAH's 4 ·2
.

The first race was the
women's single race. Kate
Campbell of UAH fi nished
first with a time of23 minutes
and 17 second .
The next race was the men
fo ur, which consisted of a
crew of four members. rn this
race, the UAH's men finished

By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ru_93<1! hotmail.com

Heavy hearts for this year's
Lady Chargers

UAH's Crew Team completed a successful season at competition on Saturday, November 16.

fir..t.
The four-man crew fini. hed their race with a time of
16 minutes and 54 seconds.
The team member-. included
Vandiver Chaplin (Bow),
Derek Comeens (Two), Jordan Palmer (Three), Bobby
Hughes (Stroke), and Matt
Frisby (Coxswain).
Then, the woman teams
(Boat A and Boat 8) competed in th e four-crew race.
The UAH ladies (Boat A)

won their contest with a time
of 19 minutes and 25 -.ccond~.
The members of Boat ineluded Chrissie Knowles
(Bow). Emily Sherrill( Two).
Meridith Hall (Three), Geri
Gaeta (Strole), and Jennifer
Lantrip (Coxswain).
The Boat 8 team finished
a solid third in their run. Their
run took 21 minutes and 53
!-econd. to complete.
Boat B members included
Lisa King (Bow), Stephanie

Wathan (Two), Erika Schum
(Three), Connie McAllister
(Stroke). and icole Ledel!ma
(Coxswain).
The last team to compete
on this impressive day for the
UAH rowing team was the 8man squad.
The squad finished third
with a time of 17 minutes and
3 t second.\.
Members of this squad
included Andy Manning
CREW page 11
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By Antoine Bell
UA H Sports Information
The 2002 volleyball season came to an end for the
Lady Chargers at the GSC
tournament.
Henderson State knocked
UAH out of the Gulf South
€onference tournament with
a 30-24, 30-21, 30-27 wm m the
first round.
The Lady Chargers ended
the ,eason 15-19, while the
Rcddiel! advanced on in their
quest for the GSC crown.
freshman hitter Emi ly
Miller led the Lady Chargers
with 15 kilb and 11 digs.
She was the only UA H
player in double figures.
Senior libero Cathryn Sterling had 16 digs in her final
match, whi le freshman setter
Heather Grumke finished up
with 35 assists.
Senior hitter Nikki Dancer
spearheaded the HSU attack
with 21 kills. Claudette Mims
followed with 16 kilb and
Terri Shunlefftallied 14.
The Reddies dominated
the match from the start,

Once the Lady Reddies
claimed the lead, they never
let it go.
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an early 4-0 lead.
However, HSU regrouped
quickly, tracking down and
passing the Lady Chargers.

cru1. mg in the fi rst two
games. In the third game, the
Lady Chargers tried to mount
a comeback, j umping out to
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The L'AH Lady basketball Charger:, will be minus one
special person on the squad this season. They will be without Lindsey Floyd, the a~sistant coach who tragically
pa-;sed away in a car accident two month, ago while on a
recruiting trip.
Two months have passed since that day and the season
i, less than one week away for head coach Andy Blackston's
squad.
Coming into this season, the ladies arc corning off one
of their best . eason in years. They won 14 games last season, which included I I at the friendly confines of Spragins
Hall. And they were within a whisker of earning a spot in
the Gulf South Conference Tournament.
"Anytime you have a year like we had last year and
coming so close to making the tournament, the hunger is
there to improve and make it to conference play," replied
Blackston a month after the accident.
Kirn Young and her 20 points are gone from last year's
team. She was perhaps the program's greatest player and
her scoring presence is something the team needs to replace.
"Kim (Young) was everything we could've wished for
here (at UAH),"said Blackston. "Her scoring and her leadership will be huge holes to fill."
Some of that scoring will fall on 5'8 LaKendra Hogg's
shoulders. The 5'8 senior averaged nine points a game last
sea.son and he i-. expected to take over the scoring responsibi Ii ties for this team.
"Hogg is definitely capable of leading our team in scoring and she can score inside and out," said Blackston.
The point guard position appears to be in good hands
with Jesse Inman and Katie Caldwell.
The pair. according to coach Blackston. will m(>rc than
likely split time at the point position.
"We are extremely fonunatc to ha, c l\\.oexpcriencc point
guards that abo can score from the perimeter:· remarked an
enthusiastic Blaclston. "Our leadership at that position is
in good hands."
What also appear to be "in good hands" are the wing
po, itiom,. They appear to be four-deep at the two (shooting guard) and three (small forward) with juniors Rachael
Highfield (5'9 F). Katie Cunningham (5'8 G/F), Chrystal le
Duncan (5'7, G), and senior Charitah Jarrett (5' IO" F).
Highfield, according to coach Blackston, is a "talented
offensi\e performer who has extended her shooting range
to three-point territory and is improving defensively."
Duncan averaged five point a game off the bench for
the Lady Chargers la,t sea<,on and gives them an added
dimension on offense.
Jarrett has improved by "leaps and bounds from her
·unior year to this season" according to Blackston.
And Cunningham was regarded as the team's be,t defensive player la.,t sea,on.
"Katie was our mo--,t con-,i,tent perforn1er on the defensi\e end la'>t o;eason," stated Blaclston.
Also missing from last year's team will be <,econd leading-rebounder LaDa!-ha Tompkin'>.
"'fomplim, was our enforcer down low lasl season, when
ever we needed a tough rebound or draw a charge, she was
there to get that done for us."
A couple of talented newcomers hoping to replace
Tompkin, down low will be Dori Wimberly and Andrea
Davis.
\\limberly, a 6"2 tran,fer from Lipscomb University, will
immediately compete for playing time in the po...t.
"Dori has a nice touch around the paint area and is a
phy-,ical player," Blackston ...aid.
Davis, a 6'0 forward out of onhwe,t Shoals Community College, scored I 5 points and collected -.ix rebound., m

....
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inment
By Jorge Raub
Entertainment
Editor

Movie Review: Harry Potter and the
Chamber ofSecrets in theaters now

raubj@email.uah.edu

By Melanie Howard
Entertainment Writer
Brandm@email.uah.edu

The long Thanl..sgi,ing weekend approaches. I lcrc
come the holi<.la},. foll..-,! Br.ice your,clvc~ for its that
time of year when too many relatives that you ,pend the
rest of the year denying you're actually re lated to converge to terroriLe you emotionally and leave you eagerly
anticipating gett ing back to exams and work..
Ok. so maybe that's over-dramatizing things a bit. The
holidays really aren't that bad. True to fom1. I try to remain optimistic (generally) a., this time of year approaches
and I contemplate a ll there is to be thankful for.
Thanl..sgiving has never been a holiday that I ever
fully understood why it existed. The notion of renecting
upon all that we have to be thankful for is the part I get.
But invariably when the day rolls around, I find some way
to put a damper on the festivities by reminding my loved
o ne - of the Native Americans· plight and how I really
don ' t think they're ~itting around feeling all that thankful
this time of year.
Not allowing the oppression of o ur land's native
people to get in the way of my contemplation, I attempt to
focus on more positive things. Thanksgiving is a long
weekend- always a welcome occurrence in the life of a
college student. Cramming ourselves with turkey and
dressing and cramming our heads with informatio n for
finals provides a distraction from the holiday's infamous
beginnings and from slightly annoying relatives.
The weather turns cold. Well, it already has, but now
is the time to revel in the changing of the seasons and the
chance to wear our winter sweaters and s uch . Banana
Republic has a fine array of turtlenecks this season, I
highly recommend stopping by and c hecking them out.
Say hello if I happen to be working.
Christmas approaches, which means lots offestivities
to come and, most importantly, a much-deserved break
from our studies. Travel northward if you like your Christm ases snowy and white like I do.
Along with Christmas, come all the movies that are
released this time of year. Yo u know, the hig h quality stuff
that the filmmakers hope will gamer lo ts of attention from
Uncle O<;car. Personally, I'm looking forward to the movie
version of the musical Chicago. Sure I'd much prefer
seeing Madonna in the role that now has gone to Catherine
Zeta-Jones, as she o rig inally was supposed to have it.
1lowever, we all don't get what we want a ll the time (just
ask Madonna). And \ he' ll be re lea-,ing a new album in
the spring. -;o the re·., a lways something to look forward
to- -you just ha, e to be patient and hopeful.
Sure. the imminent threat of war d01:sn ·t exactly give
one the holiday warm and-fuuie,. Then. there\ the fact
that the current election mes!'> in our '>late mal..es u, thi s
year·, F-lorida and gi\e, people another reason to bash
Alabama. Don't let those sort, of things get you down.
Put those na.'ity tho ught, a<,ide and throw ,ome che,tnut<, on the open fire. Then sit bacl.., take a moment, and
be thanl..ful.

Reverend Roy Hulling
Chaplain Services, Dating and Marriage
Counseling Pregnancy Crisis Counseling,
and Depression Counseling
For more Information call:
721.9496 (home) or 772.9496 (Office)

Thi, men ie was a charming sequel to the fiN I larry
Potter movie. Harrr Potter

and tht• Sorcera's Stone. I
found it enjoyable, but perhaps just a bit scarier than the
first.
This movie fast-forwards
to I Iany's return to I logwarts
School at the start of the
schoo l year, picking up
where the first movie ended
and is told assuming that the
audience has seen the first
movie. If you have not done
so, I would recommend it. It
may be necessary to ,ee the
first one to fully understand
all the wizardry and characters you will encounter in this
movie.
The majo rity of the characters are returning ones, of
course Harry Potter (Daniel
Radc liffe), Ron Weasley
(Rupe rt Grint), Hermione
Granger (Emma Watson),
Lucius Malfoy (Jason
Isaacs), and their professors.
The c haracters within the
first movie are elaborated on,
with only a few significant
characters being introduced
as new.

Harry Potter returns to Hogwarts and the big screen In Harry Potter and tha Chamber of Secr,ts.

Although rated PG, this
sequ~I is perhaps a little
darker than the first. It certainly has more ghosts, monsters, and blood. While the
children in the audience are
spared the sight of human
blood, for the most part, they
still see writings on the walls
in blood. A lso, the fight
scene between Harry and the
monster gets a little bloody.
In fact, it may be a little
too scary for some of the
youngest viewers. Also, if

you
experi ence
arachnophobia (fear of spiders), you may not want to
see this o ne. The movie is
filled with crawling spiders.
There was one scene in
which I cringed at the sight
of the spiders. Honestly, I'm
surprised I didn't have nightmares as a result of that one
scene.
I hesitate to discuss any
of the plot. Giving away one
detail may spoil several surprises.

To say the least. it i~ rich
w ith detail and the movie i~
filled with suspense. Having
not read the books yet my•
self, I cannot say that I was
able to predict much of the
plot really. It was certainly
well crafted.
If the movie can only
show a portion of the content in the book, I am anxious
to see what has been omitted. The movie has many
twists and turns that have

MOVIE,_7

HSO reveals Shakespeare in Love
By Jorge J. Raub
Entertainment Edilor
raubj@email.uah,edu

The Huntsville Symphony Orchestra continued
its 2002-03 season with ih
third concert of the year. entitled "Shakespeare in Love".
on o, ember 16 at the VBC's
Concert Hall.
The '>pectacular performance wa, conducted by
Mariuv Smolij, a guest conductor who i, vying to be the
next conductor of the HSO
after ve teran cond uctor
Taavo Virkhau<, retin:s at the
end o f thi'i year.
Saturday's concert, as the
title sugge<,ts, had a romantic theme. It's second half
devo ted to two different mu,ical interpretati o n s of
Shakespeare's Romeo and
Juliet. The first was famed
Ru ,sian compose r Pi o tr
llyitch Tchaikovsky\ Overture Fanta<,y " Romeo and
Juliet."' Wo rld-renown American compose r Leonard

Be rs te in ·s
Symphonic
Dances from "Wes t Side
Story" provided the second
mus ical rendering of the classic tale.

heavily influenced by Russian folk music.
Pianist Max im Philippov
appeared a s the fea ture d
player in Beethoven 's Piano
Concerto o. 3 in C minor.
The work is a lush and moving romantic piece of turbulent emotions that was beautifully exec uted by the o rchestra. Philippov\ performance was , imply stunning
and wa, the highlight of the
entire concert. Iii, , killful
handiwork Wtt, breathtaking.
The llu ntsville Sym phony Orchestra i-, truly a
treasure to the Hu nts\ille
community. Everyone should
experie nce the grandeur of a
li ve cla,.,ical concert at least
once. S tudents wou ld be
wise to take advan tage of
HSO'. generosity by purchasing discounted tickets or
,howing up at ten minutes
before the performance for
the '>tudent rush and get tic kets for o nly 5.

Maestro Smolij prefaced
the two works by conducting several excerpts from the
pieces, highlig hting how the
works conveyed the thematic
elements of tone, connict. and
the lo, e ,tory ihclf.
Tchaiko\'sky\ romant ic ver,ion contra,ted nicely with
Bcr..tein \ modem and eclectic interpretation. Together
the worh were striking and
th e symphony even performed a brief e ncore of the
Symphon ic Dances at the
end o f the concert.
o t t o be ove rl oo ked
were the o ther two works performed that evening. The first
of which was Mikhail G linka's
Overt ure to "Rus. Ian and
Ludmilla", which is widely
recognized as the composer's
masterpiece. The Overture i,
a work of complex form Ii lled
ext up for the Symphony
with detai led me lodies. haris the ew Year\ Eve Conmonics, and rhythms. It is
cen entitled 'The Wizardry of

Accomplished
vlollnlst
lff d
native of Poland, Mariusz srnohJ
conducted
the
Huntsville
thlnl
Symphony
Orchestra's
concert
of
the
year,
•shakespeare
In
Love· 01
November 16 at the VBC
Concert Hall. Smollj Is vying for
the position of conductor for
the HSO.

Williams" co nducted by
Taavo Virl..haus and featuring
Mark. Reneau o n \ iolin anJ
Frank Contreras o n piano.
Classical Concert #4, "Ru~·
'> ian Revelation", is ..et for
Saturday January I 8. _
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Lake Ida-gourmet food that's worth
E
the drive and receives high honors OPPORTUNITIES
c.
By James Fluhler
Restaurant Critic

tures in a gourmet magazine.
Since the menu varies from
day to day, it is posted on a
fluhlej@email.1,ah.edu
board rather than printed in a
menu.
Most items are presented
This may sound like a in the form of a "cliche".
place to go fishing, and it ac- Cliche is a culinary term used
tually u sed to be. Today, to represent one entree and
however, it is a gourmet res- two side dishes. After caretaurant and corner market. I ful contemplation, I narwent to Lake Ida Comer Mar- rowed down my choices and
ket this past Thursday with placed my order. I chose the
three of my friends. There Chicken Dijon for my entree
was no wait and the people and my two sides were
working there were Yery vermicelli noodles and
pleasant.
cheese and five grain rice. (All
When I walked through this for only $6.99).
the door, the first thing I noOne of my friends seticed wa~ the fresh smell of a lected a plate with frozen
pine log cabin. I wondered to peas, Waldorff, and pasta salmyself, did I walk into a res- ads. Another friend had the
taurant or a gift shop? Imme- lemon chicken, with a side of
diately the smell of freshly the pasta and cheese and tribaked bread, meats of the color noodle salad.
day, and vegetables nood
Last, but not ·least, my
your senses. Seating was to other friend had a plate lunch,
the far left of the entrance and which consisted of a shrimp
food was to the right. The salad, sun-dried tomato posmells lured me toward the tato salad, and tuna salad.
right.
Each cliche is served to your
After walking down a table with three slices of the
short hall I reached the food very best tasting French
display and '"order" area. bread. An assortment
This section is like the "sub of sodas and other drinks are
spot" in the cafeteria, only available, but everyone in our
gourmet style! The selection group either had tea or water.
available is like looking at pic- The tea, coffee, and water all

MOVIEfrom page 6 - been carefully thought out.
The Harry Potter series
seems to be the next big thing,
especially among children.
However, this is so well done
that adults can enjoy these
movies as well. Actually,
there was not one child in the
audience when I viewed the
movie.
The special effects were
also well done, especially for
a "children's" movie. Watch
for the fights in wizardry, the
ghosts, the over-sized spider,
and the featured monster in
this movie.
Watch out though! This
movie is a bit lengthy, running a little over two and a
half-hours. Make sure you
u e the bathroom before it
starts because you will not
want to miss anything in the
movie. It will keep your attention easily, and not one scene
is unnece!.sa ry to the outcome.
Overall, I really enjoyed
this movie. I would strongly
recommend it for those view~rs who like to indulge their
imaginations with a little
magic and sorcery.

If you have any~
comments about
the Entertainment
Section,
please email
Jorge Raub at
raubj@email
.uah.edu

lendar of Events for th

come with "free refills".
Perhaps the best part of
the meal was trying to decide
what dessert to eat. All of
their desserts looked delicious, but we settled on Key
Lime Pie. The pie was perfect: fresh, creamy, mooth,
and just a little tart (truly
worth the drive).
The atmosphere was perfect. During the spring, summer, and early fall, the outside deck is a perfect place
to sit. The deck was lit with
torches (to keep away mosquitoes) and electric lights,
which give a picturesque
view of the lake. The serenity of the deck provided for a
relaxing place to eat a long,
enjoyable, and peaceful
meal. In the cold month , the
inside eating area is a wanner
place to eat. Two large rooms
with rustic tables and chairs
provide a lot of seating, as
well as character and charm.
Every thing about this
gourmet restaurant is great.
I gave it five forks for atmosphere, five for service, four
for price, five for flavor, and
a live on kindness. We accidental ly stayed 20 minutes
after closing time and they
dido 't say anything to us. (In
fact, no one even gave us

those "certain" looks, nor did
they start cleaning up around
us until we left.
The best way to get to
Lake Ida Comer Market from
UAH is to travel West on
Highway 72 to Lindsey Lane.
Tum right on Lindsey Lane
and the restaurant is located
on the right at the comer of
Lindsey Lane and Nick Davis
Road. They are open most
days from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
more information regarding
their menu or directions you
can call them at (256) 232-

2330.

11111

City of Hu

Friday November 22
RELACS: "Paleography for Dummies" Dr. Merrall Price.
Union Grove Gallery and Meeting Hall at 3:30 p.m.

Saturday November 23
The UAH Concert Choir and Collegium Orchestra conducted by Dr. Bonnie Sneed present: the Mozart Requiem,
at7:30p.m.

Friday and Saturday November 22-23
The Bank Street Players present It ·s A Wonderful Life. Novembcr 22 & 23 at 7:30p.m.with a matinee on ovember23
at 2:30 p.m. At the Princess Theatre, 2nd A\'enue, Decatur.
Tickets are $ I 0. For ticket~ and more infom1ation contact
340-1778

Saturday and Sunday November 23-24
Fantasy Playhouse Children's Theater is holding auditions
for Charlie and the Chocolate Factory at I :30 p.m. (both
days) Ages 7 and up. Production dates February 21-March
2 Directed by Micki Lighthall. Auditions will be held at
Fantasy Playhouse Arts Center, 3312 Long Avenue. For
more information call 539-6829 or visit
www.letthemagicbcgin.org

Thursday to Saturday ovembcr 28-30
The Huntsville Opera Theatre presents Tales of Hoffman
by Jacques Offenbach at the VBC Playhouse, Downtown
Huntsville. For more information and tickets call 88 1-4796

Friday to Sunday November 29-Decembcr 1
Re naissance Theatre begins its run of A Christmas Story.
Yes, that movie is also a play and it's more fun than a leg
lamp. Friday and Saturday shows are 8 p.m. Sunday matinee is 2:30 p.m. For more information and ticket reservations (make them early) call 536-3117 or 536-3434.
Dinner theatres are being sold for some nights.
At the theatre located at 12168 Meridian Street, Huntsville
For tickets and more information call 256-536-3117 or 5363434
or
visit/www.renaissancetheatre.net

Deceniber 2nd and 3rd
Free massages and oxygen bar.
12-6ptn in Motn's in the UC.

-

Friday to Sunday November 29-December
Broadway Theatre League presents Fosse. November 29 &
30 at 8 p.m. December I at 7 p.m. Matinees on November 30
and December I at 2 p.m. VBC Concert Hall. For tickets call
518-6155 or visit http://www.btleague.org

The Student Government of the
University of Alabama in Huntsville annouces its

Annual Smoking
Cessation Seminar
J fapp_y Jfo/irfays

µvm 7/G'0/

Guest Speker: Dr. Eugene Scott
November 21-22, 2002
at 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Now you can develop a new habit- NOT SMOKING!
Like any other habit, it takes time and practice to
learn. Our seminar will help you develop tha habit
and become a true NON-SMOKER!

This FREE seminar is design~r specially for you, the
new Non-smoker!
iali011 for .::ampu& c11lcrlainmcnf. v.•c do il 011 'l\'l!JncM.lav~.
ant tu ◄d in\ol\Cd? Stup by our office 111 I
"1-1
.. an,1 lc.:l\c d note- \\ith Jour conl.1d info ii 110 one' Imme.

J !1.;

TO REGISTE~ PLEASE CALL:
828-9360 or 852-8360
(Limited seats available)
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Edwin McCain to play at H'ville's. Crossroads
By Jorge J. Raub
Entertainm ent Editor
Platinum recording artist
Edwin McCain will be making a stop at Huntsv ille's
Cros -roads Cafe on ovcmber 30 as part of his fall tour
in support of his new album

The Austin Sessions.

Times va lid
11-2 2 through 11-26

McCain achieved massive radio success with the
hits '·Solitude" and ..I Could
Not A~k For More:· He released fo ur albums with Atlantic Record~ including

Brown Sugar (PG 13)
1:10 7:10
The Santa Cla use 2 (G)
12:00 12:10 2:30 2:40
5 :00 5 :10 7: 20
7:30 9 :30 9:45

breakthrough Misguided
Roses featuring the top ten
hit .. I' II Be." The Aus1i11 Sessions i~ his first rclea~e under a new deal with ATC
Records.
The material in McCain's
set will largely be dmwn from
this new album, which is a selection of ne~ composition:-,
a few old favorites, and some
choice covers including Dire
Straits' " Romeo and Juliet"
among others. The A11s1i11
Sessions is an all-acoustic album that he decided to make

in response to a core g roup
of fans that have wanted to
hear something like this from
McCain. The fall tour also
has an acoustic setting.
The fall tour also coincides with the singer's first
DVD release called Mile

Marker: Stories and Songs
from rile Acousric Highway.
It is a nearly hour lo ng compilation pf material spanning
his caree r including interviews, live performances, and
a prc-.iously unreleased
video. The material was par-

tially culminated from "The
Aco u:,tic Highway", a TV pilot hosted by McCain that is
c urrentl y bei ng sh opped
around to cable networks.
McCain is a g ifted
songwriter known for the abi 1ity to make hi s vocals resonate with an audience. His
talent and charm are sure to
translate well in a more intimate venue like Crossroads.
The versatile performer is
also beginning work in syndicated radio with his own
show "Inside Mus ic With

Edwin McCain", a sort of
th i s-day-in- mu..;ic - h i story
feature that he narrates with
factual and a necdotal material about variow, artists.
Edwin McCain and hi s
band will take the Crossroad<;
stage at 8 p.m. on Saturday
November 30. Crossroads is
located on C linton A\'enue
near downtown lluntwille
behind the Marketplace
shopping center. The -;how
is 19+. Cover is $ 10.

Check out the

Who said, "I am
December .5 issue
Andrew Shepherd, and for details on free tickets
I AM the President." in
the film, The American
The Exponent's Weekly Top
~
President?
Top Ten Movies
::s

Jackass: The Movie (R)
1:00 3:10 5:20 7:30 9:40
I Spy (PG 13) 12:00
2:15 4:30 7 :00 9:15
Truth about Charlie
(PG 13) 4:15 9:45
Tuck Ever1asting (PG 13)
4:009:30
Die Another Day (PG 13)
1:15 2:00 4:10 4:45 7:00
7:45 9:45 (10:30 Fri. &
Sat.ONLY)

The first 2 people with the correct answer for the Movie Trivia
will win movie tickets. ONLY2 pairs of tickets will be given
away each week. Tickets for any trivia will be distributed on a
first-come, first-serve basis from 1-3 p.m. on Friday. No one
who has won in the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia.
Please see Jennifer Hill in The Exponent office only between the
hours specified above. Tickets good at Decatur and Huntsville
Carmike locations.

Red Dragon (R)
1:30 4 :15 7:00 9:45
The Tuxedo (PG 13)
1:30 7:05
Jonah (G) 12:30 2:30
4:30 7:00 9:30
*Denotes no passes

FREE Pl

1. 8 Mile
2. The Santa Clause 2
~
3. The Ring
•
Top Ten Hits
4. I Spy
111
1. Eminem "Lose Yourself"
5. Jackass
::s
2. Missy Elliott "Work It"
6. My Big Fat Greek Wedding c.
3. No Doubt "Underneath It All" 7. Sweet Home Alabama
i:
4. LL Cool J "Luv U Better"
8. Ghost Ship
O
5. Cam'ron "Hey Ma"
9. Femme Fatale
~
6. Nelly "Dilemma"
10. Frida
:
7. Santana "The Game of Love"
8. Jennifer Lopez "Jenny From The Block"
9. Sean Paul "Gimme the Light"
10. Madonna "Die Another Day"

PA

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22 AT 6:00 - 8:00 P.M.
at Terry's Pizza at 3612 Governor's Drive W.
Hear about affordable HEALTH CARE
Learn about SELF INSURANCE for your family
All you can eat pizza and soft drinks
Tk
O""tjilfal
TERRY'S

PIZZA
rnm !

& IJil Al 1!11.&UIUT

Care
En tree
'

..
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Voters have their
say on drugs

Editorial

Knight Ridder/
Tribune News Service
(KRT)

LETTERS

De.i<lhnc for ha\ing leuer.. ot '\!NI ~onh or le,, turned m
i, 2 p.m. on 1-riday. The hponenl re,cnc, the ngl11

to the Editor

10

edit ·1II material, ,ubmmed for publica11on.

Dear Editor,
I was a student on the
UAH campus with a concern
about accessing student survey information regarding
courses taken by previous
student .
It is notable that because
of the pressures instructors
etc.. may have to perform research, there exists a significant body of instructors that
consider teaching as a second priority (www.clartreview
.com/archives/000602.php).
Worse still is the use of substitutes that may not be as
CROSS from page 1

proficient in the course material ...
We used to fill out evaluations at the end of every
semester that details information about cour e and instructors. This information
would be very helpful if presented back to the student in
some format. One website
such as www.teacherreviews
.com, has pursued thi means
of infonning students in an
anonymous setting. It would
be very helpful to all students
if more infonnation, such as
is presented on the semester

day supply of several blood
types. Thousands of accident victims, cancer patients,
premature babies and others
count on blood donors' asistance for survival.
"The need for blood is
constant,"
said
Lisa
Charne s, a representative
from the American Red Cross.
"You always need blood."
Chamess also said that five
percent of the United States
,upplie all of its reserve of
blood products.
The American Red Cross
annually provides services
that include blood products
for more than 67,000 disaster... Some of these disasters
include fire,, flood,, earthquakes, tornadoes, acci-

dents, and hurricanes. Disasters like the September 11 terrorist attacks and the tornadoes that devastated many
communities across the
United States of America this
week underscore the need for
a supply of blood products
to save li ves.
"There is no substi tute
product that can replace
blood," said Charness. "Every time a person donates a
pint of blood, they can save
up to three li ves."
Although enthu ia m for
the blood drive was high
among many UAH students,
several people were not allowed to donate blood for a
\'ariety of health concerns.
Several international stu-

dents were not allowed to
participate in the event because they were from countries in the United Kingdom,
Eastern Europe, Western Europe, and other area that
have been plagued with epidemics such as the Mad Cow
Disease, Malaria, and AfDS.
Furthennore, students with
recent nu-like symptoms,
transfusions, and tattoos
within the previous 12
months also were denied
participation in the blood
drive.
The American Red Cross
is planning two blood drives
next semester. Due to the fact
that many ~tudents, they anticipate, will want to participate in the blood drive again,

the events are spaced at least
eight weeks apart. Donor
must wait a period of eight
weeks before giving blood
again.
The Sociology department is sponsoring the first
blood drive on January 28 in
the UC Exhibit Hall from I0
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The next
blood drive will be held on
April 8 in the UC Exhibit HaJI
from 10 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.,
and it will be sponsored by
the fraternity, Delta Chi.
More infonnation about
the American Red Cross and
its mi,sion to save lives can
be found on their website at
www.redcross.com.

concerning traffic flow in and
around Southeast Campu'>
Housing.
The fir ' t, a resolution to
encourage the construction
of an exit to the parking lot
on the opposite side of the
apartments from the existing
one, thereby making the existing driveway entrance
only, wa., met with much opposition.
Rep. Luke Green (Eng.)
was concerned with the possibility of this measure helping thieve "It doe, nothing

but create another exit. I
don't ee that there is a
need."
Rep. Steve Cro\s (Ad.
Sci.) mentioned the aesthetic
concerns, "Having more
roads on the campu, ju t
makes it look bad." Meanwhile, Rep. William Kent (Lib.
Arts) gave a valid concern
for cost:,, "If we can' t pro,e
that the property damage created by the traffic situation
currently ex1,ting does not
exceed the price of the renovation, then I can't support

this resolution."
The resolution failed by
an 8-12-3 vote.
The SGA also bid adieu
to two of their member., as
Sen. Geof Morris (Grad.) and
Rep. Dale Jobes ( ci.) tendered their re ignations, leaving vacancies within both the
Hou-.e and Senate. Those interested in filling thc,e po'>itions ,hould contact SGA
President Leonard Frederick
at 824-6375.

evaluation , was pre~cnt.
Sincerely,

Anonymous
Dear Editor,
Hi, my name is Nathan
Vaughn, and I attend UAH as
a part-time student and work
full-time. I was reading the
UAH newspaper and wanted
to briefly respond about why
students are not attending
activities and functions. 1
have to say that r do not normally attend myself, but here
is a suggestion that might
help in making people aware

of these events. Maybe, you
could put up fliers across the
campus inside and outside,
because I rarely pick up the
UAH newspaper to find out
about the upcoming activities. However, I do pick it up
on occasions and did this
time apparently. Maybe that
might help, you might even
already place them around
campus and 1 am just not
aware of it.

Sincerely,
.Vaughn

- - - - - --- --- --- ---

lGA from page 3
■

we allow club!> to operate
with, and I feel that we should
be held to the same con,traints," said Rep. Jeff Cotton (Eng.). ··1 want to see how
well we can work with it."
Rep. Rex Brook:. (Sci.) will
head up the Philanthropy
Committee, who's fir!>t
project will include working
with Toys-For-Tot, and the
American Red Cross'!>
"Adopt-A-Family" program.
Also di,cu,-,ed during the
Hou~e of Repre sentative
meeting were two resolutiom,
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After several years of riding high, so tu speak, the
movement to relax drug laws in the nation lost some of its
momentum in the November election.
In general, voters opposed the recreational use of
marijuana, but had mixed views on the medicinal use of
the drug and on whether offenders should be directed to
treatment rather than punishment.
By a 61 percent to 39 percent vote, Nevada residents
defeated a propo al to legalize po session of up to three
ounces of marijuana. In Arizona, the vote was 57-43
against a proposal to allow the medicinal use of marijuana.
A measure that would have mandated treatment instead of jail time for nonviolent drug offenders lost by a
landslide in Ohio.
The opinion of marijuana was different, however, in
the District of Columbia, where voters passed a "treatment instead of jail" measure for minor drug offenders
and voted for a econd time to legalize medicinal marijuana. An earlier vote on medicinal marijuana was quashed
by Congress .
San Francisco voters approved a proposition that directs the city to explore growing and distributing marijuana for medicinal purposes.
And so, the debate on whether to ease drug laws
around the country goes on in an appropriate place, in
the legislature and at the local ballot box. This is a local
law enforcement issue, and that's where it should be
handled.
That means criminal laws will be suited for local mores
and local values. In election before this one, voters in I 0
states approved 17 out of 19 drug measures such as the
ones on the ballot last week. Now the marijuana 'refonn'
movement has suffered a setback. It's not clear whether
that's a sign that national sentiment is changing. It may
be simply that voters in Ohio and Arizona are more conservative than those in California and Washington, D.C.,
and voted accordingly.
Local decisions and local laws. however, are not being given much credence by the U.S. Justice Department.
California and several other Mates have legaliLcd the
u ...c of medicinal marijuana under a doctor\ recommendation, but federal law enforcement still intervenes in
some region,. cracking down on people even when they
arc abiding by <;late laws.
Asa Hutchinson. head of the Drug Enforcement Administration, ha.s rebuffed California Attorney General Bill
Lockycr's plea to stop raids on state-sanctioned cannabis grower. and treatment facilities. Bryan James Epis,
whose medicinal use and distribution of marijuana was
sanctioned under California's 1996 Compassionate U,e
Act, wa<, sentenced last month to a mandatory IO years
in prison on federal drug charges.
As Epi, told U.S. Di,trict Judge Frank C. Damrell Jr.,
he probably made a mi'>take in not growing marijuana in
the more tolerant San Francisco-based orthern District
of California, "where I would not have been charged."
The federal activity in California bring. to mind the
Justice Department's effort to overturn the will of Oregon voters, who voted in 1994 to permit physician-a.-..,i-.ted suicide The Ju-.ticc Department has \Owed to -.anction and possibly hold doctor, criminally liable if they
prescribe lethal medication under the Oregon law. The
law has been upheld in fedeml district court, but the Ju<;,,
tice Department has appealed.
It' hard to fathom why the Justice Department puts
uch an emphasi on these matters- there' a dome tic
war on terror going on, remember? The federal pur uit of
Epis and the mandated I 0-year sentence amounted to
gro overkill.

!SAVE THE TURKEYS!
Since we are unable to publish
due to the the day where
turkeys are slaughtered, check
out our next issue on D~IT)bef 51

9
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Guns get some deadly glory in the
tumultuous world of hip-hop music

e

r

By Stanley Crouch
New York Daily News
(KRT)

I know everyone is getting geared up for the Thanksgiving ho lidays and then for all the fun of finals afterwards. Try not to stress too much, and e_njoy your time
here and away.
I'd like to thank everyone who came out to opening
hockey night to support the Chargers. The event was a
huge success that couldn 't have happened without the
hard work of several individuals, especially James Johnson
and Steve Whitlock from Housing, Gena Gibbs from SGA,
and the crew over at Papa Lovetti's for keeping us wellfed, among others who made the event an enjoyable one.
In all, we had approximately 270 students who went
with us to dinner and then to the game when we originally intended to bring 150, with tickets for the busses
selling out in approximately 48 hours, and many students
who met us at the game. If you'd like to see more events
like this in the future, contact your SGA representatives,
or drop me a Iine at frederl @uah.edu.
Congratulations to the Chargers for their sweep of Air
Force ... I think it's a sign of good things to come for the
rest of the season. Be sure to tune in to the Charger
Radio Station online (http://radio.uah.edu) for Jive broadcasts of any games you are unable to attend.
SGA is currently working on many projects, including
a couple of philanthropic events for the holiday season
of which we wi II need your help. We are working with the
''Toys-for-Tots" program, as well as adopting a family for
the holiday. Be on the lookout for ways you can help out,
or if you would like to be more directly involved, please
contact us or drop by the SGA office.
In other happenings on campus, the Office of the Vice
President of Student Affairs is currently working to upgrade the computers at the UAH Writing Center. This is a
great service for students, and is a very worthwhile
project. Special thanks to Mrs. Delois Smith for all her
hard wo rk and dedication to this campus, and for bringing these upgrades about.
As an early notice, there will once again be a late night
breakfast for all students during finals. It will be taking
place on December the 9'h. from I0- 12 p. m. in the University Center. Don' t miss out on the free food being served
by your favorite uni versity administrators! It is a great
event, and I encourage all of you to mark your calendars
and come out and eat some breakfast with all of us.
Last o f all, enjoy the ho lidays and be sure to let your
families know you care about them, and enjoy your last
real break before final s .. . hopefully you don · 1 have too
many proj ects that need to be worked on over this time !
See you all after the break!

VOICES
Voices for Alabama' Children
Contact Rhonda Mann at

334. 213.2410
for more Information
To ensure a decent childhood for every Alabama child.
To accomplish thi, mi\ ion. VO ICES for Alabama's Children:
· researche\ the conditions of children in our ~tale
· communicate tho,e condition~ to those who can work for
change
· advocate\ for public policy a nd private program that w ill
impro\e the ti,e of children and fami iie~. and
• builds coalition to work for impro,ement in Alabama· child
well-being
The followmg are program~ of VOICES for Alabama'\ Children: Alabama Kid, Count. Alabama Binh-to-F1ve l nitiati\e. Brain
Train. Ch ildren·, Legi,lauve Agenda. Children\ Legi\lati,e Re•
pon. Kid, and Kin Program. Legi\lathc Advocacy. Children·, 1,, ue, Public w.irene,, Campaign. Regional \ keting, of Child Ad
vocate,.

If the murde r o f Jason
Mizell, known as Jam Master
Jay, is connected at all to the
world o f hip-hop, then things
have gotten even worse than
they already were.
It is extremely bad news if
hip-hop i:. at the po int where
even apparently good guys
like Mizell- family men who
speak out against thuggish
beha vior and drug - can
find themselves targets for
goons in ski masks.
And that is exactly what
Mizell became.
Those two men who came
into his Queens recording
s tudio Wednesday night
were not there to argue,
threaten or fight. They were
there to kill a man in particular. Their purpose was so clear

to them that t hey merely
wounded the man who was
with Mizell. He was shot in
the leg.
Boo m . They we re in.
Boom and boom, and they
were gone.
There arc, of course, rumors circulating abo ut the
shooting having nothing to
do with the entertainment
business or the murder over
the weekend of rap promoter
Kenneth Walker or opinions
about the world or anything
else like that. Some g irl's angry guy somewhere is what
they are passing around in
phone calls. This one having
heard it from that one who
heard it from that one. And
so on.
Unfortunately, even that
could be traced back to the
opposite end of the genre
from the one that made Mizell
a pioneer in rap as the tum-

table man with Run-DMC. By
the oppo~ite end, I mean the
part of rap that has combined
the porno fil m, the minstrel
update a nd the mo nster
movie. This version of rap is
g iven to sexual vulgarity, the
celebration of the '"blingbling" of ex pens ive and
tasteless goods and the depiction of young black men
as ruthlessly brutal thugs.
Chuck D of Pub! ic Enemy
is one of the strongest critics
of that extreme. At the New
York rap summit organized
last year by rap mogul
Russell Simmons, Chuck D
went after the crude values
of that material. He recently
was quoted criticizing popular entertainment at large as
well as hip-hop for fostering
violent attitudes in young
black people.
He has said there are far,
far too many kids who brag

about being .. hard-core
thugs:· His sense is that the
climate is not at all hea lthy.
"Gun talk and gunplay is
part of the landscape," he recently was quoted as saying.
They certainly are.
Jason Mizell might well
have been a good guy, but
he could have been taken to
the morgue for one o f two
reaso ns- some thin g t hat
had to do with the dark end
of rap or something that came
out of the kind of world that
th e dark e nd of rap celebrates.
Either way, his murder and
that of Walker are aspects of
a far more pervasive and
deadly kind o f oppression
than black people have ever
experienced-far more than
when the Ku Klux Klan was
so high and so mighty and
could so easily dip its white
sheets in hot, sticky blood.

The Fall of the House of Kennedy
By Philip Terrian
The Providence Journal
(KRT)
WASHINGTON- Hidden among the many messages delivered last Tuesday
was this one: The Kennedy
captivity of the Democratic
Party appears to be over.
The evidence in this past
e lecti o n season has been
unmistakable. First, there wa.'>
Max Kennedy (son o f Robert), who had planned to run
fo r Cong ress in s uburban
Boston but, after one calamitous news conference, was
encouraged to ful fi ll his de!>tiny elsewhere.
Then there was Andrew
Cuomo (husband o f Kerry,
daughter o f Robert), who is
Mario C uomo 's son and had
served in the Clinton Cabinet. Largely on the basis o f
name recognit ion and celebrity marriage, he had expected
to cruise to the Democratic
nomination for governor of
New York. But two obstacles
intervened: The state comptroller, H. Carl McCall, who
led Cuo mo dec is ively in
po lls; a nd the incumbent
governor, George Pataki ,
who ultimate ly clobbered
McCall . With his patron Bill
Clinton standing by his s ide,
Cuomo withdrew from the
Democratic primary and into
oblivion.
In Ma ry la nd , w he re
Democrat. outnumber Re-

publicans by 2 to I, the story
is sadder still. A gerrymandered di stric t had been
carved last year for the purpose of allowing state Del.
Mark Shriver (son of Eunice)
to challenge the incumbent
Republican congresswoman,
Connie Morella. But a fun ny
thing happened on tl1e way
from Annapolis to Washington: Shriver was himself badly
beaten in the Democratic primary by a s tate senato r
named C hristo phe r Va n
Hollen, who then defeated
Morella.
Which leave us w ith the
story of Kathleen Kennedy
Townsend (daughter o f Robe rt ). Mrs. Townsend, a
Radcliffe graduate and occasional essayist in The Washington Monthl y, moved to
the Baltimore suburbs with
her family in 1986 and, with
that sense of entitlement peculiar to her clan, promptly
ran for Cong ress . Local
Democratic chie ftains, visions of Camelot dancing in
their heads, rearranged matters to grant Mrs. Townsend
nomination by default. And
all went well-until Election
Day, when the incumbent,
Republican Rep. Helen Delich
Bentley, sent Mrs. Townsend
back to her typewriter.
From which she was rescued eight years later. Parris
Glendening, the 1994 Democratic candidate for governor,
and consummate Maryland

hack,
revived
Mrs.
Townsend's blighted career
by rec ruiting the closest
available Kennedy to join him
on the ticket, enlivening an
otherwise sodden campaign.
No one is entire ly certain
about the Townsend effect
on that year's election, but
Glendenning narrowly won,
and Kathl een Ke nn ed y
Townsend served eight years
as lieutenant governo r in the
least popular regime in recent
Maryland history.
When she undertook to
succeed Gle ndenn ing this
year, her maiden name and
skill at raising cash in California scared o ff a series of
potential challengers. A ll,
that is, except one: a retired
grocery clerk from Rockville,
whose running mate was a
homeless woman. Up against
Lt. Gov. Kathleen Kennedy
Townsend, he won 20 percent of the vote in the Democratic primary. After that, it
was all downhill: Herdoubledigit lead in the polls swiftly
evaporated, and she hired the
Democrats' favorite character assassin, consultant Robert Shrum, to produce TV
spots accusing her GOP foe
of racism. It didn't work, and
Rep. Robert Ehrlich (R-Md.),
will now be Maryland's first
Republican governor s ince
Spiro Agnew, elected in 1966.
Of course, the evident failure of one generation to duplicate history is not unusual:

None of the Roosevelt boys
ever amounted to much in
p o litics, and not every
Kennedy runs for public o ffice. But given the reverence
fo r th is monied tribe fro m
Bosto n, present c irc um stances are not encouraging.
T he personal proble ms o f
t wo siblings, ex-Congressman Joseph II (son of Robert) and Robert Jr., have already disqualified them from
further promotion. And there
are only two Kennedys left
on the public payro ll. There
is 70-year-old Edward M.,
senior senato r from Massachusetts. whose g irth and
ideology accord him the status of extinct volcano; and
his 35-year-old son Patrick,
newly re-elected cong ressma n fro m Rh od e Is land,
whose apparent instability
and low-wattage brain have
made him the laughingstock
of Capitol Hill.
The torch, as it were, is
pass ing into the shado ws.
The remaindered shelves at
bookstores are swo llen with
volumes on Kennedy weddings, Kennedy cousins, the
sexual conquests o f President John F. Kennedy, the
premature death of John F.
Kennedy Jr., and (my favorite) the best-loved poems o f
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.
Is nothing sacred? In his
recent study o f "Snobbery:
The Ameri c an Ve rs io n"
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philandering husband, supplied a veneer of culture over
his preside ncy, but who~e
personal motto, finally, might
have been
MontreL.-moi

!'argent: Sho\l, me the
money."
Indeed, the only Kennedy
with any future in politic-.
see m s to be the mo, ie

rnu,cltman
Arnold
chwar.lCnegger, married to
Maria Shriver (daughter of
Eunice). And he·., a Republican.

'"Easterly impro,ed e~ponentially last season and ha~ staned
to learn the intricacies of postplay." Acuff said . ..With Daniel
(Easterly). and Jamaal (Rice) to
go along with Zach (Carpenter).
and Saevar (Sigurrnundsson). our
post positions will be one of our
strengths."'
Headlining the newcomer list
for coach Acuff's squad i junior
point guard Will Gardner.
Will. the 6'0 transfer out of
Samford University. is the brother
of fellow Charger guard Jamie
Gardner.
"Will (Gardner) is o ur point
guard and will play a lot." said
Acuff. ..Since he is the po int
guard. he has to be an extension
of the coaching staff on the court
and lead his team with hi courtpresence ...
Gardner cored IO points in
the exhibition los, at Alabama

Carthon. who al,o ,tand, at
i, a freshman from
Thoma ton. Georgia.
..Carthon a nd Beoford are
bolh good athletes that can finish
in the open court.·· said Acuff.
'"And their athleticism will hopefully compensate for the absence
of Fred (McGinnis)'s defense on
the ba e l ine:·
Rounding out the newco mers
for this season is freshman David
Ivey. The 6'3 redshirt freshman
out of Birmingham is described as
a .. knowl edgeable player who
knows the system·· by Acuff.
1be UAH's men squad had an
impressive howing in their e~hibition loss to Alabama A&M and
are looking forward for the ea,on.
"Every game is big and getting off to a good ,tart is something that i,, critical for the ,ucces, of any coll ege ba,ketball
team:· said Acuff.
The , tart i, on November 22
at the Coca-Cola Cla,,ic in
Monte\'allo. Alabama.
UA H will take on Lane College at 2:30 p.m.
Then on November 23, UAH
will take on Harding Uni~ersity
at 2:30 p.m. to conclude the Clas
sic.

----

Sigum1undsson. the 6"7 post-man
from Iceland. Sigumiundsson averaged a tad under 12 points a
contest last season despite being
hampered by injuries all season.
·•Sigurmundsson was hanged up
last season and the way he played
through pain took a lot of heart.""
said Acuff. '"He's c lose to full~ and has looked good in practice:·
Guard Adam Harms will expected to provide depth in the
backcourt.
··Adam has improved tremendously from last season and we
will count on him for his leadership in the backcourt.•· said Acuff.
Rice. a 6-5 forward out of
Huntsville, will also be counted on
to provide minutes in the
frontcourt.
.. Rice is ~omeone who has
worked hard since he came into
thi program and I expect him to
compete for minutes down low:·
-.aid Acuff.
Zach Carpenter. the 6- 7 forward/center, was the team' s best
player for most of the season last
..eason. Carpenter b coming off a
sen,ational sophomo re campaign
in which he averaged 15 point,
and 5.9 rebounds a game. For his
effOrtS. he was named to the AllGSC Second team.
..Zach will be our go-to-g uy

down low and he wa~ our most
consistent performer la~t year:·
said Acuff. ..Zach and Saevcr
(Sigurmundsson) will provide our
team with two talented low-post
scorers."'
The two will be tough for opponents to stop down low.
Jamie Gardner. a fre shman
who averaged 6.2 points a game
last season. is also back on the
squad.
'·Jamie really understands the
game and his play has been impressive so far in practice:· said
Acuff.
Also back in the guard corps
are 6'0 Trey Pinegar and 6'3 guard
Kyle Copeland.
Pinegar started 21 of 26 games
last season for the Chargers.
"Trey (Pinegar) improved as
the eason went on and he can play
both guard position, rather adequately... said Acuff.
Copeland. a junior out of Kentucky. averaged 5 points a game
and shot over 46 percent from
three-point land last ,ea on.
..Copeland was our best threepoint ,hooter last eason."' ~aid
Acuff.
Daniel Easterly, a 6'8 sophomore center out of Tennessee, was
the one player that seemed to improve a~ the season wore on last
sea,on.

"Gardner gained tremendous
amounts of experience playing at
a solid Division I program like
Samford." ,aid Acuff.
Other key newcomer.. inc lude
Marcus Benford and Donnell
Carthon.
Benford. a 6'5 sophomore
swingman (forward/guard) out of
Sparkman High School. tran , ferrcd to UAH from Alabama.

capped off an impressive season
for the rowing team.
The previous weekend. on
November 2 and 3. the UAH squad
was sensational to say the least.
In an event that included over
900 boats at Lake Lanier near

Gainesville. Georgia. the UAH
men and women squad po~ted
some impre sivc results.
On the woman side. they
placed first in the Woman·, single.
Boat A finished fin.t and Boat B
placed . econd on November 3.

Lady Chargers. 2002 2003 edition.
Two thing, the} must im
prO\.C on i, thh ,ea,on:
I J Free-throw ~hooting.
which "a, an anemic 65 pcn:ent
la;,t sea,on. and thi, }Car their ln.-c
thro,, ,hooting ha, not goucn oft
to a good ,tart. LAH "cnt 9-for·

22 from the line in their onepoint lo" to Alabama A&M.
2) Win the clo,e game, on
the road. The L.ld) Charger. "ent
1 IO un the roJ<l laq ,ea,on. The
majority of tho,c lo"e' were
clo,e. \\ hich goe, bacl. to 1m
provcment point number one
hit }our free thro"'

A&M.

6 · 5.

why so close?
With all the controversy over the excessively slim victory of Bob Riley in the Alabama race for Governor (I believe Siegelman is the only person who hasn' t conceded),
and all of the .other remarkably close races around the
country, one obvious question came to my mind- Why is
the margin between Republican candidates and Democratic
candidates so close? The answer was equally obvious to
me- neither s ide has anything to offer, and they have
moved so close together as to become indistinguishable.
Geof Morris recently made a similar comment in his
column, pointing only to a couple of trademark issues that
separate a liberal from a conservative these days. These
issues are dead in the realm of public policy. The conservatives are supposed to be pro-li fe, as I personally am; yet
there is little indication that any politicians still care about
the unborn. The liberals are supposed to be anti-death
penalty, as I also am, yet most are s urprising ly quiet in the
face of things like the I ()()lh exonerated death row inmate.
If these issues were still major campaign points Republicans would be introducing serious pro-life legislation and
the Republican Attorneys General would be contesting
Roe v. Wade on I(Yb Amendment grounds, while Democrats would be leading more anti-death penalty action instead of s itting back and watching Supreme Court rulings
that arc largely procedural or painfully obvious (obvious
to everyone but Bill Pryor).
However, in the absence of real political movement on
these taboo s ubjects, we look on to the more mundane
points of policy. A Libertarian would tell you that Conservatives believe in economic freedom but personal restrictions, while Liberals believe in personal freedom with economic restrictions. The last Republican who made any real
effort toward reducing government and taxes left office
when I was e ight years o ld. Instead we see an administration that is quietly continuing most Clinton-era environmental and energy initiatives that are a slap in the face to
Republican ideals. Meanwhile, aside from refusing to confirm any judges, a Democratic senate i\ doing little other
than whining about military action that they supported
four year~ ago. Mo,t Republicans will not even think of
making a Matcment about something like Affirmative Action. a-, most Democrats would not dare speak out against
the drug war. Simply put. the majority of politicians from
both parties have moved to the middle of the road on
everything from gun contro l to the environment to taxes.
So in the state of Alabama, when we have choices like
Bob Riley, who is pro-death penalty, pro-gun rights, and
who campaigned on fixing education funding and bringing more jobs to Alabama, as opposed to Don Siegelman
who is pro-death penalty, endorsed by the NRA, and who
campaigned on fixing education funding and bringing more
jobs to Alabama, it is a wonder that anyone decided to
vote at all. With the exception of the 29,000 crazies like
myself that voted for John Sophocleus, I guess there are
1.3 million Alabamians who really like the little 'I voted'
stickers.

CREW from pages - - (Bow>. Bob Engberg (Two). Sam
Laird (Tl}rce). Taj (Four). Eric
Fethe (Five). Dave Skelton (Six).
Patrick Broom (Seven). Joshua
Hendrickson (Stroke). and Brandy
Byrd (Coxswain).
The res ult , from this race

On the men·, ,ide. the fourman ~quad placed thi rd in their
race and first on November 3.
The eight-man ~quad placed
third on November J. during the
second day of competition.

RONAK from page 5 the exhibitio n lo,, to Alabama

A&M .
Along with the aforemcn •
uoned pair come, 5' 8 guard
lJnd-.e} Schlosser. a rcd,hin who
can put the hall on the noor and
create mi,matchc, for guard,.
So. there }OU have it. the
enurc ro,tcr rundown ot the t;AH

If the Lady Charger, hit their

free throw,. do not turnover the
ball lrequentl) on the road. and
plJ} ,mart!) on the road. the)
will make the GSC tourn,1mcnt.
\nd I "111 111>1 douht them. So
come Mard. c,pect the Lad)
Charger, to t.1le part in the C,<;C
tournament.

HOCKEY from page 4
Doug Watl.im ~orcd hi, fir.t goal
or the \C,hon from a ,hot off a

Air Force goaltender.
Bre,ciani ,cored hi, fourt h
ru,h.
goal of the weekend off a prett)
Another C harger dcfen~num-- pl:l}-b} f~tcn.cui:mJcl!-WincheMer. '"He made a nice shot
would ,core again a, ,enior rear
towards the net that I was ab!~ to
guard Tyler Butler scored his first
tip."' aid Bresciani ...it was a good
goal of the season with a "clapheads-up play by Chester."
per"' from the blue line during a
" I saw Bresciani in the slot and
Charger power-play.
I shot it at him and jJe tipped the
Air Force would make the
puck." continued Winchester.
score 4-2 before Joel Bresciani
Freshmen goaltender Scott
"OUld fine the twine sending the
Munroe minding the net the
red light all over back of the dizzy

.Charger, ,toppmg 40 ,hoh en
route to hi, fiN e,er-collegiate
v ic tory.
lt-wtt il weekend of Hr"'i t-for
the C harger,. First home games.
first victorie on the season. and
the first time this year that the
Chargers were able to score more
than three goals in a game.
1be ball is now rolling for the
Men in Blue as they take to the
road once again this weekend to
square off against returning two-

IARNERtrompage1 -
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should complement one another.
Gamer believes the governor
and legislalure can best help our
region by providing additional
late re ources to continue building an infrastructure geared 10ward high-tech growth. "UAH
can and should be a leader in that
developmen1. It shou ld seem
pretty obvious that an investment in our region is a wise in' e~trnent for the rest ol Alabama
~'well. Our economy is creating thou ands of jobs each year
th ousands of hi gh-paying
J~b · Those new jobs arc proVtdi ng new revenues for the
late," aid Gamer.
ca _Pr~viding support for edutton ts an important key to deveJ ·
oping ski lied workers and employees for economic growth in
Ala~a~ according to Gamer.
One of Gov. Riley's plat-

-

11

forms during the campaign was
the creation of high-tech, nonexportable jobs. We need to instill an appreciation of science
and math in our young children,
and every one of them should
have access to. kills training and
higher education. People in the
greater Huntsville area unde~stand thi, concept very well. It s
the economic model we ha\.e
used for decade,. As a ~tale, we
need th same concept for communities all aero s Alabama,"
stated Gamer.
Gamer was born and raised
in Huntsville. During his senior
year at Butler High School, he
worked as a sports writer for t~e
Hunt ville News. Garner gOl ht
BS in marketing with a minor in
business administration from
UNA.
For ten years. Gamer was at

the Florence Times Daily newspaper and worked his way up
from Sports Writer to News
Editor. Gamer moved back to
Madison County in 1986 to accept the position of Business
Editor for The Hunt5ville Times.

In 1996. he joined UAH to erve
as a public affairs administrator.
The position of State Representative i only a part-time job and
Garner will remain at UAH in
hi position as Director of New~
Sef\.i~u

11
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If you have any comments on the articles about The •
•
•

Exponent

In general, please contact Jennifer Hill at
hilljr@email.uah.edu

Editor s Note: t~, Jjxponnrl reserves the right to edit all submissions for contefll. Due to space requirements, please
limit annou11cements to approximately 75 words. All submissions must be given directly to Jennifer Hill, Editor in The
Exponent office, 104 University Center or emailed to Jennifer Hill at exponent@cmail.uah.edu no later than 2 p.m. on
Friday. No submissions left in the drop-box will be printed. Announcements are preferred on disk. Anno1111cements with
graphics will 1101 be accepted.

UAH Chess Club offers your chance to learn the game from an internationally recognized che s teacher. Chess can be
more than a game; it can be a retreat, a place to exercise your mind and free your spirit from "real world'' concerns. Chess
is easy compared to li fe. It's not a zero- um game; you can learn something new every time you play for the re ·t of your life.
Check us out: W 7:30-11 p.m., Rm. 133, University Center.
,
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time CHA d1.1mpion, \\a}ne State
Uni\er,ny.
The Charger.. will be bu,,ing
-uirto the-MotorCnytor the;randard set of 1-'riday and Saturday
night matches.
The MlB will be back in town
the following weekend as they
face-off again~t Niagara on
Thanksgiving weekend.
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Graphic calculator, Tl-83 w/
Guidebook for sale. Very
good condition. $50. Write
Goni kura@hotmai I.com

Classifieds

Cds of R.A.T.M. (The battle
of L.A.), Primus(Rhinoplasty/
Antipop).
Sausage
(Riddles .. ), Suicidal Tendencies (Still Cyco .. ), Ro llins
Band (Come in ..). Good condition, $8 each! Call 97 1-2068

Crossword 101

Hat T rick

B y Ed C ant)•

2

uthor Wharton
6 China holder
10 Un\\antcd e-mail
14 Pedro' delicacy
15 Lim.l's place
16 Tiptop
17 pccial Force's member
19 lm,pire
20 Dwell
21 Cuckoo
22 hort play
23 Experienced sailor
25 Gets away
27 Financial obligation
3O _ _ Alamos
32 Wb.e Men
33 Bird of night
34 A nd others
36 Tree
39 Conflict
4 I More dried-up
43 Ballet _ _
44 Monster
46 Belly whopper
47 Fortify
48 Radar echo
50 Stage scenery
51 Stride
52 Bawled out
55 hell game
57 Author Morrison
58 Curtain call maneuver
60 Disclose
64 Teen 's problem
65 Famous Hollywood
re taurant
67 Departcr
68 imilar
69 Debate
70 Feeds
71 Rcla ation
72 Egg holders

Down
1 Ml'I grnd

3

4

1:, ' ' '

5

- 23
- '8

11

12

13

18

17

20

128

27
33

-

29

37

311

"

38

53

10

4 9 Stone
5 1 Serio u s

2 C ha lle n g e

3 Frozen desserts
4 Be liever
5 ivic, for one
6 Imitate
7 W atery fl uid

8 Girl of song
9 Communication disorder
IO Knockwu~t
J I Head covering
12 Act resi. D ickinson
13 Track event<;
18 You ng la d ies
24 Lugged
26 Hack
27 Remove the lid
28 Pitcher
29 1 cxas herb
31 Hindu frocks
35 Control st ick
3 7 Apple center
38 Plant fiber
40 Do-nothings
42 Bring b.,ck
45 Barnyard sight

'91 Nissan Sentra, 5-Speed, 4
door, Runs Good, and $975.
call 256.3 16.0206

52 Platform
53 Ho t chocola te
54 Andrea _ _
56 Automobi le
59 Pans
61 Work units
62 Adjoin
63 S trong o lutiom,
66 Little

'87 Honda Accord, 5-Speed,
4 door, Clean, New Tires and
Brakes Runs Excellent! and
$ 1596. Call 256.3 16.0206

Quotable Quoo:

If one morning I walked
011 top of the water
across the Potomac River.
the headline that afternoon Hould read "Pre ·ident Can't Swim".
• • • LJ.·11do11 B. Jolm\on

uule, ~o t o ,n , -...uahe:1.ponent.com. Clicl,. on "X-.. ord An~" en," on the "la"i~at ion Ba r.

by phil fltddnger (www.l-e-x.com)
SOON£, 'iou'VE 8£E.N SP(Nr,tN Gtt\lACH 1lME Wl1H '1"HA"f NO./
CHICK; THl5 IS -n-1( Ff~!T
Ttl"IE IA!f -1£ HIIN6 (P"(" It' tttoRE

-roo

WELL, SHE CArJ
~

i}HNGS
FoR rt.E "THAT
YOU CAN' T .

W£LL, FOR STM--rE~,,
Sl4E CAN GE"T ME A
fLAl'I\E'1)i~O IAIE P- IN
"GAANr> -r>iE"FT ~ 3"

1 '1"1

"T'R~lt4' t

i:',...
°tlt'(IN' \

1HAN A WEEt<!

FOR RENT

PERSONALS

I Bedroom Apartment. 213
Gro\e Ave.. ear 5-points,
appliances and partial utilities
fumi.,hed. I year lea\e, Ref
req, $335/mo plu<, deposit,
5344961.

Reserved, 22 year-old male
enjoys relaxing, vi<,ualizing
po.,.,ibtlitie-. and con~idering
the world\ workings, <,eekc;
caring, quiet, organized and
im,ightful female for
friendship . Write
brownar@emai I. uah.edu.

www.uahexponent.com

Fraterniti es Sororities
Clubs Student Gro~_P_s
Earn $1,000-$2.000 this se1 mester with a proven
I CampusFundraiser 3 hour
I fund raising event. Our

I Programs make fund-rai~-

1 ing easy with no risks.

I Fundrasing dates are filling
I quickly, so get with the proI gram! It works. Contact
CampusFundra iser

at

I (888)923-3238, or v isit
ILwww.carnpusfundmiser.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .J
Business Office needs mature help on Saturdays. Call
Janat533- I I I I.

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK 2003
is no w spo nsered by
Student Express! Cancun,
Mazatlan,
A t apulo,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South
Padre, Las Vegas, Flordia,
and Ibiza: Book early and
get FREE MEALS! Student
Express sponsers the BEST
PARTIES and is NOW
HIRING
salaried
Salespeople, Campus Reps,
and On-site Staff.Contact
www.student express.com
or l-800-7'o/-37'o/ fordetails.
CAtat{ .. ~ . JAIW',A

BAKAMM•R.olllOA

Camel-colored knee boots,
Enzo Angiolini, 9 l /2, Worn
once, still in box & plastic. Pd.
$ 150, will scll for$70. Cal.18245 11 3; Eveningscall 7 16- 1645.
Home Gym: 4001b resistance,
bench press, squat machine,
stepper, ab machine. Asking
$200 080. Call Mike at 256683-1839
Gri 11 2 Go-never been used
includes stand & utensils
$50.00519-6775 lisak.ay0918
@yahoo.oom
UMAX Astra200 I U Scanner
(w/Adobe PhotoDeluxe
[llome Edition]). Like newonly used a few times. $50.
Please call 8224-3877, between IOa.m. and IOp.m.

MISC.

The Exponent is looking for a
new sports photographer for
the beginning of Spring 2003
Semester. If you are
interested contact Ronak
Patel at ro 93@hotmail.com

I
I

89 Toyota Camry, 4-cyl, automatic, 160Kmiles,CD/AM/
FM, new tires and brakes,
very reliable. $2,400 o.b.o. Call
824-3739 or 5W-8C177.

12309 • \. i,;it our ,, cb ,ilc at "'"''·l!frpu .ulc,.com
For an~-..er, to t he cros~-.. ord

Brown dwarf bunny, to good
home. With all supplies, will
accept best offer. (256) 5276293
For Sale: Household Goods:
Microwave oven $50, Bedroom Set (white solid wood)
$300, Child's Lamp (Boy with
Dog) $9, Chair $25, Suitcase
$10, Moving Boxes (Med to
Large Sizes) $3.00 Medium/
$5.00 Large, B&W TV 12"
$25, Original Art starting ·@
$300, Good Used Stuff. 8820173 (Day).

t

52

'94 Jeep Grand Cherokee.
Green. Rebuilt 5.2 V8 engine
and front differential. Sound
system with two I 2in. subs
and J VC CD player. $9k Call
256.412.4862

r-------7

Mo, ing Sale. All items must
go! Complete Olympic
weight set and bench. Sofas,
recliner, desk, microwave
oven, mirrors. lamps, piano.
VCR and more. Call 824-6857
or 721-0941.
Moving Sale : Tan Ii\ ing
room suite w/black trim &
Cherry wood finish bedroom
suite including full-size mattresses. dresser w/mirror, and
two night -.tands. Will sell all
$ I000 obo. Call 895-9359. Before 5 .m. leave messa e.

JOBS
POSTALJOBS $9.1 9-$ 14.32
+ Bennefits, No Exp.
For App. &Exam Info. Call
1-800-495-5514 Ext. 0052
8 a.m.-9p.mfl-Days

IDBBET T SPORTS
As1,istant Manager
FT/PT ales
Hibben Sports is a full line
sporting goods . tore carrying athletic apparel, footwear,
and equipment. Opening
soon at Parkway City Mall.
Apply at: 2801 Memorial
Parkway S suite 255. Huntsville, AL 3580 I. We are a
Drug-free company--we do
drug screening. background
checks, and credit checks.
Part-time Residual Income
or nat-rate pay. o inventory or collections. lnfonn
other,; about cosH,aving
'>ervice-.. Video a<,si-.h with
any busine<,s development
marketing at WWW. You Ha, e
Income.com (316)210-5177.

READ

THE EXPONENT
ONLINE AT WWW.
UAHEXPONENT.
COM

